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Accretion disk winds

Ton 34 — CVI BAL

Krongold+10

Proga+00

Nardini+15
(also Tombesi+, …)

PDS 456 — X-ray UFO

vmax=0.35c

• Likely accelerated by radiation 

• Broad absorption lines (BALs) in UV 

• Ultra-fast outflows (UFOs) in X-rays 

• v~10,000-100,000 km/s

→ What are the galaxy-scale manifestations?



Galaxy-scale, wide-angle outflows driven by AGN

CO

• Detected in atomic+molecular gas in 
luminous QSOs at z~0-6 (Moe+09, Feruglio+10, 

Fischer+10, Sturm+11, Rupke & Veilleux 11, Aalto+12, 
Greene+11, Maiolino+12, Cicone+14, …)
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Figure 4. Equivalent width, central velocity, FWHM, and v98% maps of N i D. A nuclear outflow extends from the nucleus up to 2–3 kpc in all directions (as projected
in the plane of the sky). The high velocities suggest that the AGN powers the nuclear wind. The northern quadrant of the nuclear wind is further accelerated by the
radio jet. A lower-velocity starburst-driven outflow is present in the south.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and show kpc-scale extents (Martin 2006; Shih & Rupke 2010).
They have ⟨v98%⟩ = − 450 km s− 1 in systems whose infrared
luminosity is dominated by star formation (Rupke et al. 2005c;
Martin 2005). Rupke et al. (2005c) calculate that ULIRG mass
outflow rates are 20% of the star formation rate on average.
However, evidence has remained elusive for large-scale outflows
that are clearly AGN-driven in LIRGs or ULIRGs (Rupke et al.
2005a).

The data we present here are clear: there is a neutral,
∼ 1000 km s− 1 outflow in Mrk 231 that extends in every direction
from the nucleus (as projected into the plane of the sky) out
to at least 3 kpc. Such high velocities have not been seen in
starburst ULIRGs (Table 1), providing strong circumstantial
evidence that this wide-angle nuclear wind is driven by radiation
or mechanical energy from the AGN.

From what we know about the structure of galactic winds
(Veilleux et al. 2005), the molecular disk in Mrk 231 collimates
this nuclear wind. Given the disk’s almost face-on orientation,
we must be looking “down the barrel” of a biconical outflow.
The other end of this bicone is receding from us, behind the
galaxy disk and therefore invisible at optical wavelengths.

It is apparent from the velocity map that the north–south
radio jet in Mrk 231 (Carilli et al. 1998; Ulvestad et al. 1999)

is coupling to the nuclear wind, accelerating the neutral gas
to even higher velocities. The jet is not constrained to emerge
perpendicular to the disk, and thus produces an asymmetric
effect. The present data imply that the northern arm of the
large-scale jet is on the near side of the molecular disk. Neutral
outflows driven by jet interactions with the interstellar medium
(ISM) on kpc scales have also been observed in radio galaxies
in H i absorption (Morganti et al. 2005, 2007). The newly
discovered jet–wind interaction in Mrk 231 appears to be similar,
though this time the jet accelerates an already in situ wind.

Carilli et al. (1998) and Taylor et al. (1999) studied the
diffuse radio continuum emission from Mrk 231, which is
symmetric about the nucleus on scales of 100 pc to 1 kpc.
They hypothesized that this emission is produced by in situ
electron acceleration, but could not rule out that the AGN
distributes these electrons through a wide-angle outflow. Our
data are further evidence for the in situ interpretation, since we
now know that the AGN outflow reaches larger scales and is
asymmetrically accelerated.

Along with these AGN-driven outflows, Mrk 231 also hosts
a starburst-driven wind. Blueshifted velocities with ⟨v98%⟩ =
− 570 km s− 1 are observed in the star-forming arc south of
the nucleus. These are comparable to the maximum velocities
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Rupke & 
Veilleux 11• R~1-few kpc, v~1,000 km/s, dM/

dt~1,000 Msun/yr, ⇒ Lkin ~ few % LAGN, 

tflow ~ 1 Myr

Artist’s conception

A&A 518, L155 (2010)

Morganti et al. (2010) reported evidence for AGN-induced mas-
sive and fast outflows of neutral H in powerful radio galaxies,
possibly driven by the AGN jets.

The bulk of the gas in QSO hosts, i.e. the molecular phase,
appears little affected by the presence of the AGN. Indeed, most
studies of the molecular gas in the host galaxies of QSOs and
Seyfert galaxies have found narrow CO lines (with a width
of a few 100 km s−1), generally tracing regular rotation pat-
terns, with no clear evidence for prominent molecular out-
flows (Downes & Solomon 1998; Wilson et al. 2008; Scoville
et al. 2003), even in the most powerful quasars at high redshift
(Solomon & Vanden Bout 2005; Omont 2007). Yet, most of the
past CO observations were obtained with relatively narrow band-
widths, which may have prevented the detection of broad wings
of the CO lines possibly associated with molecular outflows.
Even worse, many CO surveys were performed with single dish,
where broad CO wings may have been confused with baseline
instabilities and subtracted away along with the continuum.

We present new CO(1–0) observations of Mrk 231 obtained
with the IRAM Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI). Mrk 231
is the nearest example of a quasar object and is the most lu-
minous Ultra-Luminous Infrared Galaxy (ULIRG) in the local
Universe (Sanders et al. 1988) with an infrared luminosity of
3.6 × 1012 L⊙ (assuming a distance of 186 Mpc). A significant
fraction (∼70%) of its bolometric luminosity is ascribed to star-
burst activity (Lonsdale et al. 2003). Radio, millimeter, and near-
IR observations suggest that the starbursting disk is nearly face-
on (Downes & Solomon 1998; Carilli et al. 1998; Taylor et al.
1999). In particular, past CO(1−0) and (2−1) IRAM PdBI ob-
servations of Mrk 231 show evidence for a regular rotation pat-
tern and a relatively narrow profile (Downes & Solomon 1998),
as well as a molecular disk (Carilli et al. 1998). The existence
of a quasar-like nucleus in Mrk 231 has been unambiguously
demonstrated by observations carried out at different wave-
lengths, which have revealed the presence of a central compact
radio core plus pc-scale jets (Ulvestad et al. 1999), broad optical
emission lines (Lipari et al. 2009) in the nuclear spectrum, and a
hard X-ray (2−10 keV) luminosity of 1044 erg s−1 (Braito et al.
2004). In addition, both optical and X-ray data have revealed that
our line of sight to the active nucleus is heavily obscured, with
a measured hydrogen column as high as NH = 2 × 1024 cm−2

(Braito et al. 2004). The quasar Mrk 231 displays clear evidence
of powerful ionized outflows by the multiple broad absorption
lines (BAL) systems seen all over its UV and optical spectrum.
In particular, Mrk 231 is classified as a low-ionization BAL
QSOs, a very rare subclass (∼10% of the entire population) of
BAL QSOs characterized by weak [OIII] emission, in which the
covering factor of the absorbing outflowing material may be near
unity (Boroson & Meyers 1992). Furthermore, giant bubbles and
expanding shells on kpc-scale are visible in deep HST imag-
ing (Lipari et al. 2009). Recent observations with the Herschel
Space Observatory have revealed a molecular component of the
outflow, as traced by H2O and OH molecular absorption features
(Fischer et al. 2010), but the lack of spatial information has pre-
vented an assessment of the outflow rate.

2. Data

We exploited the wide bandwidth offered by the PdBI to observe
the CO(1−0) transition in Mrk 231. The observations were car-
ried out between June and November 2009 with the PdBI, using
five of the 15 m antennas of the array. We observed the CO(1−0)
rotational transition, whose rest frequency of 115.271 GHz is
redshifted to 110.607 GHz (z = 0.04217), by using using both
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Fig. 1. Continuum-subtracted spectrum of the CO(1−0) transition in
Mrk 231. The spectrum was extracted from a region twice the beam size
(full width at half maximum, FWHM), and the level of the underlying
continuum emission was estimated from the region with v > 800 km s−1

and v < −800 km s−1. Left panel: full flux scale. Right panel: expanded
flux scale to highlight the broad wings. The line profile has been fitted
with a Gaussian narrow core (black dotted line) and a Gaussian broad
component (long-dashed line). The FWHM of the core component is
180 km s−1 while the FWHM of the broad component is 870 km s−1,
and reaches a Full Width Zero Intensity (FWZI) of 1500 km s−1.

the C and D antenna configurations. The spectral correlator was
configured to cover a bandwidth of about 1 GHz in dual po-
larization. The on-source integration time was ∼20 h. The data
were reduced, calibrated channel by channel, and analyzed by
using the CLIC and MAPPING packages of the GILDAS soft-
ware. The absolute flux was calibrated on MWC 349 (S(3 mm)=
1.27 Jy) and 1150+497 (S(3 mm) = 0.50 Jy). The absolute
flux calibration error is of the order ±10%. All maps and spec-
tra are continuum-subtracted, the continuum emission is esti-
mated in the spectral regions with velocity v > 800 km s−1 and
v < −800 km s−1.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the spectrum of the CO(1−0) emission line,
dominated by a narrow component (FWHM ∼ 200 km s−1),
which was already detected in previous observations (Downes
& Solomon 1998; Bryant & Scoville 1997). However, our new
data reveal for the first time the presence of broad wings ex-
tending to about ±750 km s−1, which have been missed, or pos-
sibly confused with the underlying continuum, in previous nar-
rower bandwidth observations. Both the blue and red CO(1−0)
wings appear spatially resolved, as illustrated in their maps
(Fig. 2). The peak of the blue wing emission is not offset
with regard to the peak of the red wing, indicating that these
wings are not caused by to the rotation of an inclined disk,
which leaves outflowing molecular gas as the only viable ex-
planation. A Gaussian fit of the spatial profile of the blue and
red wings (by also accounting for the beam broadening) indi-
cates that the out-flowing medium extends over a region of about
0.6 kpc (0.7′′) in radius. To quantify the significance of the spa-
tial extension of the high-velocity outflowing gas, we fitted the
visibilities in the uv-plane. We averaged the visibilities of the
red and blue wings in the velocity ranges 500 ÷ 800 km s−1 and
−500 ÷ −700 km s−1, and we fitted a point source, a circular
Gaussian, and an inclined disk model. The results of the uv-
plane fitting are shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 1. The
upper panels of Fig. 3 show the maps of the residuals after fit-
ting a point-source model. The residuals of the red wing are 5σ
above the average rms of the map and those of the blue wing 3σ
above the rms. The lower panels of Fig. 3 show the CO(1−0)
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Feruglio+10

• Distinct from radio jets

Mrk 231



Where does the molecular gas come from?
• May dominate outflow energetics 

(depending on assumed conversions) 

• Different tracers (CO, OH, HCN, 
…) cover wide range of densities, 
up to n>104 cm-3 

• Severe problems with 
accelerating molecular clouds: 

‣ small cross sections 

‣ mixing by hydro instabilities 

‣ molecule destruction by shocks 
(e.g., Ferrara & Scannapieco 17)

Schneider & Robertson 17



Wind bubble structure

FG & Quataert 12 (also: Zubovas & King 14; Costa+14; Wang & Loeb 18; …)  
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Time-dependent chemistry in swept-up gas

shocked ambient 
medium

Richings & FG 18a

AGN outflow physics 607

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the outflow structure. The AGN wind is
launched in the galactic nucleus with velocity vin. The wind is shocked at
Rsw (velocity vsw). A second shock, at radius Rs (velocity vs), is driven into
the ambient ISM. The two shocks are separated by a contact discontinuity
at Rc. The swept-up ambient material piles up in a shell at ≈Rs. However, it
is the cooling of the shocked wind (not the shocked ambient medium) that
determines whether the outflow conserves energy or momentum.

wind is parametrized by

Ṁinvin ≡ τin
L AGN

c
. (2)

If LAGN = LEdd, then

τin = η−1
! vin

c

" Ṁin

ṀEdd
(3)

is related to the mass loading of the wind.
The ambient, pre-shock medium is also assumed to be spheri-

cally symmetric, with a radial gas density profile ρg(R). The details
of the small-scale wind acceleration are unspecified, but could owe
to radiation pressure on spectral lines, free electrons or dust, as
well as hydromagnetic forces (we return to the acceleration mech-
anisms in Section 4.3). We assume that this acceleration occurs on
scales much smaller than all others in the problem. For instance,
the accretion disc wind model of Murray et al. (1995) predicts that
the wind is launched at a radius ∼0.01 pc. Since the interesting
physics in our calculations occurs at radii where the escape velocity
is ≪vin, we can also neglect gravity in our first-order calculations;
the numerical calculations of Section 3 will include a more accurate
treatment.

Before proceeding, it is important to understand the structure of
the outflow that develops. Studies of the analogous problem of fast
stellar winds revealed that the outflow is characterized by both a for-
ward and a reverse shock, separated by a contact discontinuity (see
Fig. 1; e.g. Weaver et al. 1977). The outermost shock is the forward
shock, which propagates in the ambient medium. The innermost,
reverse shock is the shock first encountered by the gas accelerated
by the BH; it is also termed the wind shock. We denote the radius
of the wind shock by Rsw, the radius of the contact discontinuity by

Rc and the radius of the ambient medium shock by Rs. Rsw and Rs

have velocities vsw and vs, respectively, with respect to the BH. As
the outflow propagates outward, it sweeps up ambient ISM. This
results in a shell of swept-up material at ≈Rs and causes the bubble
to slow down its expansion. Except at very early times, we thus
have vs ≪ vin and vsw ≪ vin.3 Then, the velocity of the wind shock
relative to the wind itself is vws ≡ vin − vsw ≈ vin.

Neglecting for the moment two-temperature effects, which we
demonstrate are important in the next section, the temperature of
the post-shock gas depends sensitively on the shock velocity. For
a strong shock of velocity vsh in a monatomic gas, the Rankine–
Hugoniot jump conditions imply

Tsh(vsh) = 3µ

16k
mpv

2
sh ≈ 1.2 × 1010 K

! vsh

30 000 km s−1

"2
, (4)

where µ is the mean molecular weight. In general, vs ≪ vin and the
shocked wind is much hotter than the shocked ambient medium.
For instance, while the swept-up material may decelerate to a
few 100 km s−1 (or less), the velocity of the wind shock remains
nearly constant at vws ≈ vin ! 10 000 km s−1. This is key to the
question of whether AGN outflows conserve energy or momen-
tum, because it is much harder to cool the T ! 109 K shocked
wind than the cooler shocked ambient medium. In particular, it is
the cooling of the shocked wind, rather than the shocked ambient
medium, that determines whether the outflow is energy- or momen-
tum conserving (see also King et al. 2011). Whether or not the
shocked ambient medium cools has no significant impact on the
global outflow dynamics, and for our purposes Rc ≈ Rs (e.g. Koo
& McKee 1992a). We thus make the identification Rc → Rs in the
following.

To determine the cooling rate of the shocked wind, we need
its characteristic density, temperature and radius from the BH. Al-
though the exact structure of the wind bubble is non-trivial, the
analysis is considerably simplified, yet retains the essential physics,
by adopting the following approximation. Since the sound crossing
time of the shocked wind (ts ∼ [Rs − Rsw]/vin) is short, the shocked
wind pressure is nearly uniform between Rsw and Rs. Furthermore,
Koo & McKee (1992b) show that the gas density ρ is approxi-
mately constant in the intermediate region Rsw ≪ R ≪ Rs, a result
supported by the numerical calculations of Falle (1975). Briefly,
this follows because mass conservation and adiabaticity imply that
R2v is constant in that region. Since the flow is steady, ρR2v is also
constant, implying that ρ must be constant. As the pressure P ∝ ρT
is uniform, T is approximately uniform as well. The properties of
the shocked wind are thus adequately described by constants ρ̄sw(t),
T̄sw(t) and P̄sw(t), where the density and temperature are given by
the shock jump conditions at Rsw. In particular,

ρ̄sw = 4ρw(Rsw) = Ṁin

πR2
swvin

. (5)

Before cooling of the shocked wind becomes important, the thermal
energy of the wind bubble is conserved, Eb = (1/2)Lint, where
we assume that 1/2 of the energy goes into bulk motion of the
swept up shell, 1/2 goes into thermal pressure of the shocked wind
bubble4 and L in ≡ (1/2)Ṁinv

2
in. The thermal pressure of the shocked

3The last inequality may be transiently violated if the shocked wind quickly
loses its pressure support and Rsw → Rs on a time-scale as short as
∼(Rs − Rsw)/vin, but this does not affect our arguments.
4This is a simple approximation to more exact calculations; Weaver et al.
(1977) show that for adiabatic bubbles in a uniform medium Eb ≈ (5/11)Lint.

C⃝ 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 425, 605–622
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2012 RAS
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radiation fie
ld H, He, C, 

N, O, Ne, 
…

H2, CO, 
OH, H2O, 

…

• 3D hydro (GIZMO/MFM+CHIMES) 

‣ 11 atoms, 20 molecules 

‣ standard cooling/heating 

‣ cosmic ray ionization 

‣ dust-mediated reactions    
(assume constant dust) 

‣ illumination by QSO 

‣ shielding using L~ρ/∇ρ 

‣ fiducial res. mgas=30 Msun,      

high res. mgas=10 Msun



Example hydro-chemical simulation

Richings & FG 18a
LAGN=1045 erg s-1, vin=0.1c, (dP/dt)in=LAGN/c,
nambient=10 cm-3, Z⦿, MW dust-to-metals

Density Temperature

dense, cool

(spherical ICs = proxy for launch in buried nucleus)



Richings & FG 18a

Molecule formation in swept up gas

• As post-shock layer cools 

‣ pressure from wind 
bubble compresses it 

‣ density increases 

‣ molecules form quickly

All other parameters as on previous slide

• Molecular abundances 
increase with metallicity, 
dust-to-metals ratio

L=1046, Z⦿

1045, Z⦿

1046, 0.1Z⦿

at solar metallicity, ≈20% molecular fraction



Extrapolating to different systems

Richings & FG 18b

• Vary ambient density 
profile, metallicity, and 
AGN luminosity

Te
m
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K
) cooling

→ swept-up gas 
generically cools within 
tflow ~ 1 Myr

• Analytic wind model 
reproduces dynamics 
and cooling found in 
hydro simulations



CO emission: non-universal αCO in winds

• Radiative transfer with RADMC-3D

Richings & FG 18a

L=1046, Z⦿

1045, Z⦿

1046, 0.1Z⦿

• Standard ULIRG value: αCO(1-0)=0.8 

‣ observationally-inferred molecular 
outflow rates could be biased 
high by ~5× at solar metallicity

‣ but since fH2~20%, implied total 
gas outflow rates not as affected

‣ line transfer 
‣ thermal dust emission, absorption, and scattering

αCO ∝
1

∫ dvTA



Warm H2 in outflows

• >99% molecular mass is H2, but 

Tmin = Erot/kB = 510 K ≫ TGMC 

• In outflow simulations, most H2 is 

warm and observable in IR 

rotational lines 

‣ may explain “warm H2 excess” 

found by Spitzer in ULIRGs            
(e.g. Zakamska 10) 

Richings & FG 18a

L=1046, Z⦿



• Multiple IR rotational H2 lines will 

be spectrally and spatially 

resolvable by JWST/MIRI (IFU)

• JWST SNRs include realistic 

galaxy+QSO continuum and noise 

using Exposure Time Calculator

Richings & FG (in prep.)

L=1046, Z⦿

Warm H2: JWST predictions

JWST SNRs from outflow simulation



Summary

• Energy-conserving AGN outflows ⇒ momentum fluxes ≫LAGN/c

• Shocks with the ambient medium can cool and form new 

molecules (H2, CO, OH, HCO+, …), for a wide range of galaxy 

and AGN properties

• αCO in outflows could be ~5× lower than standard ULIRG value

• Most H2 is predicted to be warm, consistent with IR line 

luminosities and excitation temperatures observed by Spitzer

• JWST will spatially and spectrally resolve warm H2 at high SNR



Extra Slides



What about dust?

Richings & FG 18b

• Needed to catalyze 
molecule formation

• Since nominal metals 
accretion timescale τacc ≪ tflow:

• Even if most dust destroyed, 
can (probably) regrow from 
tiny seed abundance

(e.g., Asano+13)
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) Dust re-growth in swept-up gas for survival fraction 10-6

Engelbracht+06

Dust observed in M82 wind (SF-driv.)



Theoretical vs. observational momentum fluxes

FG & Quataert 12; Richings & FG 18b

·Pr =
d(Msvs)

dt

• Models predict instantaneous 
rate of change of outflow 
momentum

≈ ·Msvs

• In energy-conserving models 
with initial momentum LAGN/c, 
neglecting gravity,

·Pr

LAGN/c
∝

vin

vs
≳ 10

Theoretical momentum boosts vs. model parameters



Theoretical vs. observational momentum fluxes

Richings & FG 18b

• Observations estimate time-
averaged momentum change 

·Pr
obs =

Msvs

Rs/vs

and often only probe one 
phase, e.g. molecular 

• Can produce observationally-
inferred momentum boosts ~1 
even for energy-conserving 
outflows (expect ≪1 for 
momentum-conserving)

Observationally-inferred molecular momentum boosts

mol. frac. =0.2 in models

Data points from Cicone+14, for different αCO assumptions


